The following question has been raised by D. H. Lehmer1 in connection with prime number problems: "If e is a positive quantity, to find a polynomial of the form f(z)=zT+aiZr~1+ -■ ■ +ar where the a's are integers, such that the absolute value of the product of those roots of / which lie outside the unit circle, lies between 1 and 1 + e. " Lehmer calls this absolute value ß(/). Since, for f(z)=z2 -z -1, 0(f) = 1.6 • • • , we may assume e<l, and therefore ar= +1. Then ß(f) may be written in the form YLn-i I z»| [l"""> where the z" are the roots of f(z). It is shown in this paper that no nonreciprocal polynomial f(z) exists with ß(/) < 1.179. Lehmer himself gives an example of a reciprocal polynomial of degree 10 for which 0(f) is less than this, namely 1.176 • • • ; no nonreciprocal polynomial seems to be known for which ß(f) < 1.32. Thus the present result is still far from being a complete answer to the question. 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE ROOTS OF A POLYNOMIAL 941
The function ««)-^(»-T),n<«-''(T-)" .
• n n iz"-2ro|2 n=2 n<m<r is analytic for 1 á | z| :£ °°, and has therefore its greatest absolute value in this region for \z\ =1. But for |z\ = 1, |G(z)| is the absolute value of the discriminant of the polynomial whose r roots z, ZiZr/z, z2, ■ ■ • , z,-i, all lie on the unit circle. This is known2 to be not greater than rr. Therefore \G ( Proof. If r is the degree of f(z), the statement is obviously correct for \ar\ >1, since k^t \ar\. Thus we may assume \ar\ =1. Then by Lemmas 2 and 3, \R(f,g)\ =PiP2<k2rr'(4(k-l)/r)r = (U2(k-l))r.
This must be not less than 1; therefore ±k2(k-\) ¿1, *> 1.179. 
